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Individual Response Form Comments Categorized by Topic 

Is there anything about the Draft North Nevada Avenue Plan that you would like to make sure 
the project team understands? 

 

Categorized Comments in Descending Order of Mention 

Overall Plan (10 mentions=15%) 

− Love most of the plan. Thanks.  
− My favorite elements are dedicated transportation corridors and connected bike and trail systems. 
− Much of the “preferred use” seems very reasonable and potentially exciting. However, I feel that the 

area is lacking an “identity” or focus that could drive the right long-term citizen-embraced 
development. We don’t need the area to be reiterations of University Village. The history of our city 
shows that developers, left to their own imaginations, do not necessarily create for the locals. I 
would encourage more direction and vision when it comes to redeveloping this area. The City 
leading the way would be welcome, refreshing, and set us on a more intentional and valuable 
trajectory. Not to mention the possibilities of using the area to attract tourist and spending since our 
City coffers are dependent on sales tax.  
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− The plans look good. 
− Thankful to see the City working on this! Please be intentional about look/feel and vibe…making 

Colorado Springs an even more desirable place to live and work… 
- Green space, trails, connecting the city through trails; 
- Better transit…mass transit…less use of cars; 
- Long-term infrastructure; 
- Mixed-use spaces; 
- Bike lanes and walkability!; 
- Electric vehicle charging; 
- Parking lots underground to avoid sprawling parking lots; 
- Thoughtful identity of this area as a district…with an identity;  
- More affordable housing. 

− Looks like a lot of good initial planning. 
− I love everything that has been proposed. 
− The cybersecurity place seem irrelevant to the needs of the community but seems like developer-

driven plan. Overall I’m remaining hopeful. 
− [Include] language that clearly describes the use and relationship of the Plan to the Influence Area 

since they will presumably be delineated in the Plan. 
− I am delighted to see the ongoing results of the redevelopment planning for North Nevada Avenue.  

Looking at the University Village area only makes this process more hopeful.  
 

Land Use/Zoning (9 mentions=14%) 

− Like the emphasis on uses related to UCCS in the north. 
− Like the emphasis on high-density residential in the residential areas. 
− Redevelopment of Kmart area seems like a good idea. 
− What’s with all the expanded high-density housing plans? I don’t recall anyone being positive about 

that plan! Plus, I asked one of the planners (who spoke about this at the second meeting) and she 
said it wasn’t part of the plan! 

− Glad to see exiting mobile home parks will not be rezoned. 
− I am interested by the 6th priority for the south zone plans to “encourage historic use.” I see much 

planning for high-density housing/retail, etc. I hope this has an emphasis on affordable housing 
because that was a priority of the early meetings.  

− High-density urbanity is not exactly historically relevant for this area which borders the original 
Venetucci farmland. Again, I am interested to learn what the team means by historic uses. I would 
recommend maintaining some of this historically-farmed land. 

− I particularly was glad to see the overlay zoning concept being used to increase the flexibility of the 
planning/development as events go forward. 

− Lastly, can we turn the Greyhound track into a sports complex and move the Switchbacks downtown 
instead of committing the next 30 years to paying off a stadium? 
 

Planning/Public Process (9 mentions=14%) 

− Thanks for the effort and work. Let’s keep it up and keep going. 
− Thank you. This team has done a great job. 
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− I do not trust this City government and feel that is a commonly-shared concern. Residents in this 
area should have the highest “weigh” insofar as land use/zoning/etc. goes. Respect them and their 
homes. Many of them have built this town and they must not be pushed aside. 

− Thank you for the time already put into this project. 
− The input and continued involvement of the UCCS students is very important. The administration 

often speaks from the top down in speaking for students when students often don’t agree with the 
administration. They bring a lot to the table, but have been ignored frequently over the decades. It 
might take time to engage them, but it will be worth it as they are the future of this area. Involve 
them, make a welcome area for them, and they’ll stick with this city through thick and thin, instead 
of fleeing to Denver as they do now. 

− I hope that the participants in this process will continue to receive email updates. Process to involve 
the community was good. 

− Thank you for trying to engage the community on this.  
− So far I feel as if “your team” should all pat themselves for doing an outstanding task. I also say 

thank you for the way you have “handled the public” at the meetings. 
− Making this power facility [Birdsall Power Plant] off limits to public comment as a part of this 

planning process also seems to run counter to the generally inclusive nature that has been evident 
in the stream of public meetings.  What do residents think of this old plant? 

 
Affordable Housing (7 mentions=11%) 

− That there are many residents in the area who are low income and fixed income. Preserving their 
only homes is of highest priority – many are unable to actively protest or resist potential changes 
coming down the pike. I have seen some very subtle remarks concerning the fact that owners (of 
mobile home parks) may opt, in the future, to sell out and change their land use. Although eminent 
domain will not take place, such subtle hints about future possibilities may be planting seeds to 
slowly pave the way.  

− Replace transient motels to low-cost, affordable housing.  
− Like the fact that our mobile home park will be staying. 
− We blue collar retirees at Panoramic Mobile Home Court would like to be reassured we might 

always be able to live there. It’s been wonderful. 
− I live in the residential area and it is reassuring to know that we might still be able to live there for 

awhile. Thank you. 
− The long-term hotels are vital and many different types of people rely on them. Affordable housing 

is essential. Gentrification will displace people that will have very few alternatives. 
− Affordable housing for seniors is good for everyone. 
 
Transportation (6 mentions=9%) 

− Additional high-density housing in the area would be detrimental to traffic flow. Currently, it is fairly 
easy to travel on N. Nevada. 

− Keep alive the potential use of streetcars to aid the area’s redevelopment, help move people, and 
provide linkage from UCCS/University Village to the south side of downtown via Penrose Hospital 
and Colorado College. 
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− A better plan for traffic flow than has been achieved north of Garden of the Gods Road on Nevada!!! 
Extremely congested. 

− Implement trolley system. 
− I have concerns about the traffic. The public transit lanes on the east seem like overkill. Very few 

people take the bus. I realize the hope is that it will increase, but it is a certainty that personal traffic 
will dramatically increase with new development. Making Nevada six lanes seems a better solution. 
It looks like it would even be possible to keep the bus lanes and add the other lanes where the 
medians are.  

− I think we need three auto lanes in each direction. There will be increased auto traffic and not a lot 
of use of buses. Currently the two lanes are already congested driving peak commute times. 

 
Bicycle/Pedestrian Facilities (5 mentions=8%) 

− Would like to see bike lanes all the way through.  
− I feel that the openness of the areas adjacent to N. Nevada are safer and more navigable for 

pedestrians and cyclists than sidewalks, curbs, and bicycle lanes. 
− I hope that quality bike infrastructure isn’t seen as optional for this corridor. 
− Like the idea of sidewalks along Nevada. Much safer for pedestrians. 
− I like plans for walkability and bikability and trees along Nevada . 

 
Implementation (5 mentions=8%) 

− I’d like to know what kind of incentives the City will provide to businesses to come and some to 
leave the corridor.  

− I’m curious if the roadway/improvements are prioritized as the first step – driving the changes by 
the private sector. Seems will it would be necessary before the private side invests in their own 
redevelopment. 

− I like the presentation – very informative but probably would like some cost projections, anticipated 
avenues to fund these projects (e.g. developer fund, individual tax breaks, etc.). Maybe early call for 
possible expressions of interest by companies, or residential plans. 

− I hope that it is implemented exactly how you have laid it out. We need more redevelopment like 
this in order to compete with Denver. 

− I hope you will keep us [the community] closer in mind than developers moving forward. 
 

Trails (4 mentions=6%) 

− I hope they do add more to the bike trails (connecting them). We use the bike trails quite often in 
the summer. 

− Trails – like the added trails. Connectivity is essential. Map shows trail along north side of Austin 
Bluffs just ending just short of Nevada with a block or so gap to the Greenway Trail. Should consider 
connecting to Greenway. Trail does connect if you go south and back north, but people are unlikely 
to divert that far out of their way.  

− Keep the railroad right-of-way for trails or green space – don’t sell it. Once it’s sold, it’s gone. 
− Like increased connectivity for roads and trails.  
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Medians (3 mentions=4%) 

− On Nevada corridor would like to see more island with sidewalk. Lot safer for people. 
− Medians are way too big and will be expensive to keep up and will probably not be as pretty as 

everyone thinks with drought issues. They are not environmentally-friendly. This entire project 
should be as green as possible. 

− Please preserve the existing historic medians and, in fact, extend them all the way through the 
redevelopment area on Nevada. 
 

Transit (3 mentions=4%) 

− I’m also curious why Nevada itself wasn’t considered as the possible transit line with I-25 a stone’s 
throw to the west and an increasing focus on active transportation. I find it hard to believe that we 
really need to preserve two lanes of car travel in each direction. Perhaps the left lane in each 
direction could be made into BRT [bus rapid transit] or light rail (one can dream), using the median 
area for boarding. 

− The opportunity for improved transit between Ivywild and UVC is the most interesting to me and it 
would be a great way to connect a diverse set of populations! 

− The plan for a public transportation hub seem relevant and great. I know many could use it!! More 
public transportation, please. 

 
Neighborhood Impacts (2 mentions=3%) 

− The significant frustration I have in the final presentation is the complete lack of respect for the 
impact this development will have on the Old North End Neighborhood (ONEN) – especially since 
those neighbors have been active through the process in reflecting our concerns – progress at the 
expense of neighborhoods is wrong – neighborhoods and the people who live there are why a city 
exists and who development needs to thoughtfully support, not just big interests like UCCS and 
developers. Very disturbed that mass transit is being embraced with total disregard for 
neighborhood below. Neither Nevada or Weber should be abused by mass transit – City needs to 
connect downtown to this development through mass transit on I-25 or access-road-style transit – 
other residential areas built around or near development are not treated this way – mass transit is 
not in single-family-owned front yards like the City proposes operating down Nevada and Weber. 
ONEN wants a healthy and productive redevelopment of this area – but not at the expense of our 
historic homes – a treasure this City seems willfully to disregard. Even Denver does better – much 
better to include historic buildings and neighborhoods in transit planning. Do better, Colorado 
Springs, by your citizens and neighborhoods. 

− Please understand that when many of us bought our homes in the tree-lined ONEN, we had not 
bargained on massive transit corridors and large amounts of traffic that will adversely impact our 
lives and the value of our homes. Please be respectful of that and think of other transit corridors 
outside of this historic neighborhood. 

 
Other (3 mentions=4%) 

− Improve appearance of mobile home parks. 
− I have attended all discussions, submitted my comments to have culture relevance included in plan 

and see nothing addressing Chinese Tea House and Culture Heritage Center. Did the committee feel 
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our input is irrelevant? Our idea of unique, destination place for tourist has been disregarded. We 
need to embrace all cultures, so please revise to include our input. 

− As I began reading the displays, I was disappointed to see that the Birdsong [Birdsall] Power Plant 
was identified as an untouchable subject.  Sitting in the middle of the redevelopment area, it seems 
out of touch with the progressive thrust of the overall project.  As I have driven up and down 
Nevada for eight years (I’m a relative newcomer) I have wondered what it was.  Visually, it is an ugly 
structure that dominates the sightlines of the area. I feel that its existence is a negative factor in 
locating residential or commercial areas that pulls down the ideas of a modern, mixed-use section of 
the city. I asked Don Knight, a member of the Springs Utility Board, who were the main users of the 
power plant’s output.  He indicated that there really were no significant users since the plant is in 
operation only the equivalent of two days per year. 
If this is the case, then it seems like a good time for regional utility planning to kick in as a part of 
this redevelopment effort.  If the Drake plant is going to ultimately be phased out, why not start the 
process with this plant’s elimination? 
While the removal of the plant may be complex and somewhat expensive, why not include the 
Utility Board in this overall community discussion.  The plant’s removal doesn't have to be a major 
barrier to this redevelopment effort moving forward, but the discussion would be a positive factor in 
the planning of various developers’ thought processes.  As it is, the plant seems to me to be the 
elephant in the room that we are ignoring in this redevelopment effort.  If it is discussed, it can add 
another part to the Utility Board’s future assessment of power needs as they prepare for the 
ultimate departure of the Drake plant.  North Nevada redevelopment and Colorado Springs’ power 
planning can and should go hand-in-hand. 


